
At a Glance
To cater to customer expectations, the travel and leisure industry needs to be 
proactive in building customer-centric experiences. Acting on patron feedback 
is important because for every customer who actually complains, 26 will remain 
silent* and may take their business to a competitor. 

One of the largest players in the industry wanted an effective way to regularly 
analyze its patron feedback data across five brands and five different points 
in the customer journey. The company’s objective was to analyze all these 
different customer touch points and develop strategies from them for enhancing 
customer experience across Marketing, Customer Care, and Operations. In 
addition, the company wanted to implement a robust feedback solution that 
could handle data from multiple channels and deliver unified and accurate 
insights.

Challenge: Aggregating All Customer Feedback for a 
Unified Customer View
As a veteran in the travel and leisure industry, the company knew the path 
to success is rooted in listening and acting on customer input. The company 
wanted to understand customer’s  perceptions of its brands to adapt its 
marketing strategy and correct patron problems that would result in the 
biggest improvement to customer satisfaction. The problem was aggregating 
and getting actionable insights from multiple data sources including the 
company’s phone, chat, and email support as well as social and review 
sites. Previously, Marketing, Customer Care, and Operations teams analyzed 
different sources never bringing them together for a unified view resulting 
in each team arriving at different conclusions. Analyzing all the feedback in 
aggregate was challenging without the proper solution. They tasked NetBase 
with the challenge. 

Solution: Single Source of Truth for All Customer 
Feedback Data
NetBase brought all the sources together into one platform for a unified 
view of the customer and there journey. Through its industry-leading Natural 
Language Processing (NLP), the platform enabled customer experience 
analysis of unstructured text across all internal, social, and digital touch points 
to understand perceptions for the five different brands. NetBase gave the travel 
and leisure company a single source of truth of patron perceptions, marketing 
opportunities, and customer experience improvements across its five brands 
and hundreds of locations. 

TRAVEL AND LEISURE COMPANY PUTS CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE FIRST 
WITH NETBASE 

RESULTS:
• Marketing influences customer brand 

perception by focusing messaging 
around their customers’ incredible 
experiences

• Operations team got to the root 
cause of reservation complaints 
identifying the need to update the 
online reservation system to greatly 
accelerate booking process

• Customer Care team can now handle 
significantly more contacts by 
implementing an early prevention 
process - leveraging customer 
feedback to deliver faster resolutions

Comprehensive customer feedback drives immediate experience improvements across marketing, 
operations and care teams. 

NETBASE CUSTOMER SUCCESS

*White House Office of Customer Affairs

COMPANY CHARACTERISTICS:
• Industry: Travel and Leisure

• Revenue: $15-$20 Billion

• Employees: 85,000+

• Number of locations: 9,000+

• Global presence: 80+ countries

• Stakeholders:
       - Marketing
       - Customer Care
       - Operations
       - IT



The NetBase Solution
NetBase enables progressive brands and agencies to see their brand through 
the eyes of their consumers and take a data-driven approach to support their 
most important business initiatives. Recognized as a leader in enterprise social 
listening by Forrester, NetBase is proven to increase revenue, reduce cost, 
improve productivity, and manage risk. With the NetBase platform:

•  Instantly surface global insights across the social web, spanning 199 
languages from over 300M sources

•  Understand every post in real-time, surfacing sentiment, emotions, behaviors, 
and much more with NetBase Patented Language Processing 

•  Make instant and accurate decisions by integrating social media data with 
business KPIs in real-time NetBase LIVE Pulse dashboards

•  Manage risk by being the first to know and quick to respond with the most 
comprehensive Alert Suite

•  Receive best in class on boarding, support, and consulting services across 
your entire organization

P: 650.810.2100
E: info@netbase.com

NETBASE
3960 Freedom Circle, Suite 201
Santa Clara, CA 95054

@NetBase NetBaseInc NetBase Solution, Inc

NETBASE BENEFITS:
• Leader in Social Analytics -   
   according to Forrester
• 99.5% customer satisfaction rate
• 9X faster than competitors
• 70% more accurate than 
   competitors
• Fastest growing social analytics 
   company

NetBase is the award-winning 
social analytics platform that 
global companies use to run 
brands, build businesses, and 
connect with consumers every 
second. Its platform processes 
millions of social media posts daily 
for actionable business insights 
for marketing, research, customer 
service, sales, PR, and product 
innovation.

NetBase Clients Include:

Results: Using a Powerful Analytics Platform Unlocks 
Insights and Saves Money 
With NetBase, the leisure and entertainment company unlocked actionable 
insights from all data.  Now the Marketing, Operations, and Care teams can 
act faster and more effectively on patron feedback with a unified and accurate 
understanding of their customer voice. The Marketing team monitors customer 
satisfaction for its five brands to understand program effectiveness, refine 
messaging, and prioritize advertising on digital channels with the most positive 
customer feedback. The Operations team is improving customer experience 
and satisfaction score by quickly resolving the most pressing issues identified 
in patron feedback. The Care team is better prepared to handle care calls by 
knowing which approaches will lead to the best resolutions with their patrons. In 
addition, all teams collaborate more effectively because they share a single view 
of their customer voice and discuss priorities backed by complete patron data. 

Amplify incredible 
consumer experiences

Implemented
new process

Perform root cause 
analysis

• Marketing influences customer brand perception by focusing messaging 
around their customers’ incredible experiences

• Operations team got to the root cause of reservation complaints identifying 
the need to update the online reservation system to greatly accelerate 
booking process

• Customer Care team can now handle significantly more contacts by 
implementing an early prevention process - leveraging customer feedback to 
deliver faster resolutions


